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The Architects / Engineers
Business Council

The A/E Business Council (A/E BC) is a private, non-governmental and
not-for-profit professional association of leading Jordanian architectural
& engineering consulting companies. A/E BC is a representative
organization offering services to its members in order to encourage
best practices and enhance the effectiveness of the architectural and
engineering professions in Jordan and across the international arena. The
organization started in the year 2004 as an informal discussion group
called the A/E Forum; this group was invited to assist in framing the A/E
Sector Plan under the national Jordan Vision 2020 Program. Starting
in 2006, the A/E Business Council was established as an operational
membership association providing direct professional services and
membership benefits. The current member firms of the A/E BC include
over 3,500 staff and approximately 2,000 architects and engineers.

Vision
To be recognized internationally as an association that supports the
professional services of its members through promoting & developing
quality management practices for the advancement of Jordan’s
architecture & engineering consulting sector competitiveness in the
global market.

A/E BC signs an agreement to enhance
the Business Capacity of Member firms

Jordan Architects and Consulting
Engineers Council
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In 2007 the Jordan Engineers Association, and A/E BC established the
Jordan Architects and Consulting Engineers Council (JACEC) which
was designated a National Member Association of the International
Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC). FIDIC is an international
organization that has existed for nearly 100 years with the aim to
represent the industry internationally, develop business methods,
promote ethics, enhance image, ensure sustainability, and to lead and
support national Member Associations.
Today, FIDIC has 80 Member Associations that represent 40,000
companies. JACEC is the 79th member association of FIDIC and
represents, with its partners, the business interests of all of Jordan’s
consulting engineering firms.

In 2009, the General Assembly of FIDIC elected Bisher Jardaneh, the
Executive Managing Director of Arabtech Jardaneh Group, Member and
Ex-Chairman of the A/E Business Council, to a three-year term as a
member of its Executive Committee. The elections took place as part
of FIDIC’s annual conference that was held under the theme Global
Challenges - Sustainable Solutions in London in the period of September
13th-16th, 2009. FIDIC 2009 explored the role of consultants and
engineers in the delivery of sustainable solutions to global challenges to
identify the actions needed to position the consultancy and engineering
industry to take the lead and to prepare a plan for action.
In his election statement Eng. Bisher stated, "The Arabic speaking
region will be a vital region in the years ahead. It is a major player in the
engineering sector, both as a user and provider of engineering services.
The cooperation between FIDIC Member Associations and FIDIC, in
addition to the interaction between the Arabic-speaking region firms and
the rest of the globe is pivotal."

A/E BC Members at FIDIC Conference

A/E BC represent members at
international exhibitions

Mission
The A/E Business Council will strive to improve its members’ professional
capabilities, competitiveness, and ability to export globally thereby
helping to sustain both its member companies & the nation’s economic
prominence.
The A/E Business Council has placed great priority on providing
continuing education and training for staff of its member firms and
for other interested parties in the Jordanian professional architectural
and engineering community. In 2008, the organization conducted a
comprehensive Training Needs Assessment (TNA) involving a detailed
survey of member firms in order to identify the content that would be
most responsive to member needs. Based on the TNA, new courses have
been created to address a wide range of topics such as energy efficient
design, project management, quality control, and business strategic
planning. Over the life of A/E BC over 30 courses have been offered, often
in partnership with entities such as FIDIC, the Engineers Training Center
of the Jordanian Engineers Association, and international management
consulting firm ZweigWhite.

FIDIC Professional training programms

FIDIC Professional training programms

Values
To uphold and raise standards of professional integrity, excellence, fair
competition, high quality, and community service within the Architecture
& Engineering Consulting Sector.
The A/E Business Council has been pro-active to engage Jordanian
institutions in dialogue about how to improve professional practice.
Joint committees have been formed with the Ministry of Public Works&
Housing/ Government Tenders Directorate, to discuss means and methods
to improve classification systems of firms, standards for professional

Stakeholders attending A/E Services
Sector; Inspirations & Challenges
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indemnity, and standard contract formats that conform to international
best practices of organizations such as FIDIC. Joint committees have been
also formed with Jordan Engineers Association to discuss ways to enhance
the Consulting Engineering profession. In 2007, A/E BC organized an
Engineering Service Sector Workshop to bring key stakeholders together
to define an agenda that would implement best practices and result
in collective improvement. Finally, A/E BC adopted a Code of Ethics
creating general guidelines and specific principles for architectural and
engineering professionals to define their obligations to the public, to the
profession, and to their fellow members.

Strategic Objectives
The A/E Business Council, working with its members and institutions
within and outside Jordan, will accomplish the following:
• Become a sustainable and influential institution in its environment.
• Adopt Codes of Ethics and Excellence.
• Develop the level of its members to conform to the adopted codes of
Ethics & Excellence.
• Promote the A/E Business Council members to the Arab and
international communities.
The A/E Business Council has grown in five years from a small discussion
group representing seven firms to a membership organization including
21 companies. The A/E BC seeks to anticipate the topics and initiatives
that will enable member firms and the Jordanian A/E sector to flourish in
a global competitive environment. A/E BC established a “green building
unit” in order to enhance the awareness and knowledge of sustainable
design that help the sector address issues such as global climate
change and energy efficiency. This initiative will enable sharing of best
practices across member companies enabling them to share knowledge
and disseminate it to the rest of the sector. This is one element of a
larger knowledge management system that makes resources available to
member firms and enables them to benchmark their activities against
international norms.
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Membership
Member A/E firms have a shared vision with the A/E Business Council and
seek to enhance their abilities and their competitiveness in the international
arena. They strive to transform from unconnected competitors in the
sector to a group of people who identify with common interests and are
willing to share knowledge & information. Members participate actively
in three major committees:
Business Opportunities Development Committee: Offering links through
affiliations with international institutions, organizing trade delegations,
promoting exporting expertise, and hosting visiting delegations to
Jordan.
Business Capacity Building Committee: Assessing member companies’
training needs with special emphasis on developing business education,
commercial practices, and providing training seminars & programs using
internal and external specialists.
Public Sector Consultation Committee: Considering key influences
affecting the domestic market prospects for the A/E sector with particular
reference to changes in regulation, statutory requirement, economic
trends and trading standards. The Committee prepares position papers
based on members’ views, arranges consultation meetings with key public
and private entities, and ensures members are fully briefed on the latest
initiatives.
The current member firms include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amman Consulting Engineering and Planning Office (ACEPO)
Arab Center for Engineering Studies (ACES)
Arabtech-Jardaneh Engineers & Architects
Archisys
Associated Consulting Engineers (ACE)
Baha Consultant Engineering
Bitar Consultants Architects Engineers & Project Managers
Consolidated Consultants Engineering & Environment (CC)
Consulting Engineering Center - Sajdi& Partners (CEC)
Dar Al-Omran
Design Associates & Research Bureau (DARB)
Eco Consult
Engicon
Faris & Faris architects
Faris Bagaeen Office
maisam architects & engineers
S.M.Dudin Architects & Engineers
Sigma Consulting Engineers
Sobeh Consulting Eng.Office
Spectrum Consulting Engineers
Symbiosis Design Ltd.
TIBAH Consultants ARCHs , ENGs
5
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Overview of Jordan’s
A/E Sector

Major Strengths
Engineering and related technical services have long been recognized as
Jordanian professional strengths. Technical education in the architectural
and engineering professions is held in high esteem in local culture due to its
intellectual rigor and high impact on the public and private institutions of
society. Engineers hold many of the highest profile government positions in
the country. The Jordan Engineers Association (JEA) includes over 76,000
members and over 1,200 firms. As engineers represent approximately
one percent of Jordan’s population, this profession will become a driver
for economic growth and employment, aiding in the transformation of the
nation’s economy to a knowledge-based model.
The Architects / Engineers Business Council (A/E BC) represents twentyone (21) major firms within the Kingdom. The firms have a shared
commitment to professionalism, but represent a diversity of organizational
approaches to client service. Some of the firms are highly specialized;
some deal principally with the architectural design of buildings; some
focus on infrastructure engineering; others deal with a narrow and focused
set of disciplines and services. Some of the A/E BC members provide
very comprehensive A/E services with large staffs and multi-disciplinary
capabilities. All are committed to quality or service and embody the
strengths and advantages that Jordanian A/E professionals bring to local
and international clients:
• Quality of A/E services in breadth and depth, including accredited
A/E international competencies in a broad range of building and
infrastructure work.
• State-of-the-art design and production methods and quality control
systems. Ten of the twenty-one firms hold certification from the
International Standards Organization (ISO) representing exemplary
organization, working process, and leadership.
• Experience in partnerships with Jordanian and international clients,
contractors, and allied consultants and specialists, including a track
record of project accomplishments throughout the Middle East, Africa,
Mediterranean basin, and beyond. Members of the A/E BC export
their services to over 30 countries in the Middle East, Africa, Europe,
6

and Asia and account for branch offices in 20 different countries.
The firms offer recognized capability in Jordan enabling effective
collaboration with international partners for projects in-country
and abroad.
• Proficiency of staff and management in the English and Arabic
languages. Working with international as well as regional clients,
suppliers, and sub-consultants, multi-lingual skills are essential for
work in the region and beyond.
• Cost competitiveness in relation to many A/E firms from the United
States, European Union, and other higher-income countries.

A map showing where A/E BC members provided services

Firm Capabilities
The charts on pages 8 through 11 show major characteristics and
capabilities of the A/E BC Member Firms. This information is
supplemented by a more detailed description of each firm in Section
3 of this directory.

7

Firm Characteristics and Capabilities

8

9

10

11
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Member Firm
Profiles

Amman Consulting Engineering and Planning Office (ACEPO)
Arab Center for Engineering Studies (ACES)
Arabtech-Jardaneh Engineers & Architects
Archisys
Associated Consulting Engineers (ACE)
Baha Consultant Engineering
Bitar Consultants Architects Engineers & Project Managers
Consolidated Consultants Engineering & Environment (CC)
Consulting Engineering Center - Sajdi& Partners (CEC)
Dar Al-Omran
Design Associates & Research Bureau (DARB)
Eco Consult
Engicon
Faris & Faris architects
Faris Bagaeen Office
maisam architects & engineers
S.M.Dudin Architects & Engineers
Sigma Consulting Engineers
Sobeh Consulting Eng.Office
Spectrum Consulting Engineers
Symbiosis Design Ltd.
TIBAH Consultants ARCHs , ENGs
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Amman Consulting Engineering & Planning Office

For more than three decades
Amman Consulting Engineering
and Planning Office (ACEPO)
has been working closely with the
public and private sectors in Jordan
on the design and supervision of
various architectural and engineering
projects ranging from urban
planning to structure, infrastructure,
and transportation projects.
ACEPO holds the ISO 9001
certification and has been allocated
the highest quality grade given by
the Jordanian Ministry of Public
Works and Housing (Government
Tenders Directorate) in the fields of:
• Building
• Roads and Transportation
• Water and Wastewater

12 Abdulah Bin Abbas St., Shmeisani
P.O.Box 926346, Amman 11190
www.acepo.jo

Tel		
Fax
Email

+962 6 5663611
+962 6 5606744
acepo@acepo.jo

Project Types

Working Approach

Over the years ACEPO has gained
extensive experience in construction
supervision management and design
services for buildings, urban planning
development, infrastructure,
and transportation projects. Our
building design services include
residential, commercial, health
care, educational, hospitality and
industrial facilities. We also have
great experience in the design of
road and infrastructure networks
including electrical networks and
water/ wastewater systems. The
latter includes water treatment and
distribution, storm water, water
resources and hydrological studies,
irrigation, sewage treatment and
collection networks.

We believe that it is our duty
to design well and responsibly.
Environmental awareness is
an essential part of our design
approach in order to protect
ecological resources and achieve
efficiencies in energy consumption.
Our work seeks a balance between
form and function, using art and
technology to achieve creative, new,
and better ways to respond to the
needs of our clients.
ACEPO’s skilled and experienced
team operates each project
professionally and reliably based
on research, comprehensive upto-date knowledge, and practical
experience. The firm designates a
manager for each project who works
closely with the client, providing

continuity and adherence to quality
standards and commitment to
customer satisfaction. The firm’s
aim is to create environments that
enhance the quality of our lives
while achieving our clients’ goals by
understanding their vision.

Projects
Two projects that illustrate our
approach and the diversity of our
services include:
The Saraya Aqaba Resort project
Includes infrastructure, residential,
commercial and entertainment
buildings plus four 5 star hotels, a
water lagoon, and a water park.
The whole site is constructed on a
total area of 650,000 square meters
and comprises a built-up area of
500,000 square meters. ACEPO

serves as the technical consultant
and on-site supervisor for the whole
project in addition to reviewing and
checking all the design documents,
coordinating with local authorities,
and obtaining building permits.
Al-Zarqa Governorate Water
System Restructuring and
Rehabilitation Project: funded
by the Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC) from the USA,
ACEPO and Nicholas O’Dwyer,
working as a joint venture, are
providing consultancy services for
the project’s feasibility study and
environmental and social impact
assessment. Duties include:
• Collection of base information
and site investigations,
• Preparation of maps, drawings,
and hydraulic network analyses,

• Development of the Al-Zarqa
Governorate water investment
master plan,
• Implementation of a pilot leakage
detection campaign,
• Identification of a priority
investment program,
• Completion of the feasibility study,
• Preparation of preliminary designs,
• Development of terms of reference
and tender documents for the
design-build contract,
• Preparation of environmental and
social impact studies in accordance
with the applicable regulations
of the Government of Jordan and
MCC requirements, in addition to a
detailed environmental and social
management plan and a resettlement
action plan, if necessary.

2
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3

4

1

Saraya Aqaba. Aqaba, Jordan

2

Al Basheer Dental Hospital. Amman, Jordan

3

Yajouz High Way. Yajouz, Jordan

4

Prince Hamzah Hospital. Amman, Jordan
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Arab Center for Engineering Studies (ACES)

ACES was established in AmmanJordan in the year 1983, initially, as
a geotechnical and materials testing
engineering organization.
Today, ACES provides a
complete range of specialized
consulting services which include,
additionally, quality control
of projects, special studies,
environmental studies and testing,
and land and marine surveying.
ACES has carried out thousands of
projects for its clients in the Middle
East and elsewhere. All ACES’
projects, regardless of the size,
are approached with the expertise,
technology and equipment required
to meet the client’s needs.
ACES quality culture has been
inspired by the ACES leadership
and has been systemized and
imbedded in all internal processes

P.O.Box 5504, Amman 11183, Jordan
www.aces-int.com

Tel		
Fax
Email

and operations. ACES quality
management system has been built
in accordance with the requirements
of ISO 9001-2000, ISO/IEC
17025-2005 and principles of
business excellence and provides
general policies and procedures
to demonstrate ACES ability to
consistently provide services that
meet customers and applicable
regulatory requirements, and ACES’
pursuit to reach advanced levels
of performance excellence through
continual improvement.

Everything done by ACES is built
around its commitment to deliver
the best value for its clients in terms
of responsiveness, consistency,
quality and practical solutions.
ACES main goal is to partner with
its clients, understand and exceed
their expectations.

ACES has a network of fourteen
sister companies in Amman,
Aqaba, Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Al Ain,
Doha,Muscat, Jeddah, Riyadh, Al
Khobar, Ramallah, Gaza, Khartoum
and Sana’a. ACES also undertakes
projects in other countries. A few
examples include Azerbaijan, Syria,
Kuwait, Angola, Djibouti
and Morocco.

+962 6 5810940
+962 6 5828817
acescorp@aces-int.com

ACES participates in thousands
of projects across the Middle East
and elsewhere each year. All ACES
projects, regardless of the size,
are approached with the expertise,
technology and equipment required to
meet the client's needs. Selected major
projects concluded by ACES are
shown in projects 1 through 5 below.

Services

Vision

Values

To be the leader in the fields of
activities in the markets of operation.

• Commitment to Customer
Satisfaction
• Commitment to employee
satisfaction

Mission
To provide reliable, timely, accurate,
cost effective and quality specialized
engineering services that meet
customer's expectations.

• Professional Integrity
• Continuous innovation
• Pride in organization
• Contribution to the well-being of
the society

• Site & Geotechnical Investigation
• Materials Technology & Testing

• Contribution to the preservation
of the environment

• Quality Control of Projects
• Special Studies
• Environmental Studies & Testing
• Land & Marine Surveying
Photos of ACES services are shown
below

1

2

4

3
1

Dubai Creek Crossing-Sixth Crossing,
Dubai, UAE

2

The Abdali Project, Amman, Jordan

3

Lusail Entertainment District, Doha, Qatar

4

Yas Island, Abu Dhabi, UAE

5

Saadyat Island, Abu Dhabi, UAE

5
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Arabtech Jardaneh Group

1

2
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• Project Management
• Business Consulting
• Institutional Development

international standards, and tailored
to the needs of each particular
environment and/or country.

Arabtech Jardaneh’s challenging
goals include that of achieving
preeminence in architectural and
engineering design, while at the same
time achieving an equal level of
leadership in contract management
and construction supervision. Today,
with a staff of over 550 full-time
professionals of highly experienced
engineers, management consultants,
economists, legal experts, and
administrators, with proven
performance in various projects,
working in Jordan and the region,
Arabtech Jardaneh is amongst
the largest consulting engineering
firms in Jordan, Palestine, and the
accessible region. Our staff are
experienced in providing continuous
engineering and management
services, to ensure that the services
are performed to the highest

The Arabtech Jardaneh
Group Structure

3

4

5

6

HDP

AJWE

Feasibility Studies
Planning and Studies
Complete Design Services
Needs Assessment
Cost Consultancy
Supervision of Construction

AJ Amman

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cairo

The services provided by our firm
include:

AJ Group
AJ International

Architecture and Buildings
Structural Engineering
MEP Engineering
Civil Engineering
Master Planning and
Infrastructure
• Roads and Transportation
• Water, Wastewater, and the
Environment
• Project Development Management

AJ Abu Dhabi

Arabtech Jardaneh engineers &
architects; a private practice of
Consulting Engineers and Architects,

offers multidisciplinary consultancy
services to accomplish the following:
•
•
•
•
•

+962 6 585 7167
+962 6 582 4532
aj@aj-group.com

AJ Yemen

Arabtech Jardaneh is a Class
“1A”-classified Consultant in
Jordan in accordance to the
classification of the Ministry of
Public Works and Housing.

Tel		
Fax
Email

AJ Palestine

Arabtech Jardaneh engineers &
architects was established in 1992
by the amalgamation of the largest
two consultancy firms in Jordan;
Arabtech Consulting Engineers
[established in 1966] and M.A.R.
Jardaneh & Partners, Consulting
Engineers [established in 1964]. AJ
has now been operating for 45 years
and the Merger created one of the
largest consulting engineering firms
in Jordan and the region. The merger
of Arabtech Jardaneh provides
prospective clients with a complete
range of consultancy services to
the highest recognized international
standards.

P.O.Box 9532, Amman 11191
www.aj-group.com

Projects
1. Projects spread from the
Common wealth of independent
states to the Middle East and
North Africa
2. The firm has designed and/or
supervised the construction of:
• More than 8,000 beds in
Hospitals & Healthcare
Facilities
• More than 5,000 keys in Hotels
& Touristic Facilities
• More than 600,000 m2 of
Pharmaceutical Plants
• More than 400,000 m2 of
other Industrial Plants
• More than 1,750,000 m2 of
Public & Commercial Buildings
• More than 530,000 m2
of Schools & Educational
Facilities
• More than 450,000 m2 of
Residential & Housing Projects

• More than 250,000 m2 of Banks
• More than 7,500 km of Roads
& Highways
• More than 60,000 m2 of Bridges

Markets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jordan
United Arab Emirates
Yemen
Iraq
Qatar
Sudan
Algeria
Syria
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Mauritania
Azerbaijan
Palestine
Morocco

7

8

9
1

The Marsa Zayed Project. Aqaba, Jordan

2

Royal Jordanian Airlines Headquarters.
Amman, Jordan

3

Swefieh Mall (The Galleria Project). Amman,
Jordan

4

Ayla Oasis Development. Aqaba, Jordan

5

Saraya Aqaba Project, Old souk district, hotel
and conference center. Aqaba, Jordan

6

Aqaba Entrance and Wadi Yutum Interchange.
Aqaba, Jordan

7

Housing Bank For Trade And Finance. Amman,
Jordan

8

Al Taj Mall Project In Abdoun. Amman, Jordan

9

Wala Dam. South Amman, Jordan
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Archisys
P.O.Box 2939, Amman 11821
www.archisys.com.jo

Tel		
Fax
Email

Archisys is a leading provider of
architectural consultancy and
support systems. It is known
for innovation, creativity and
high technical standards, where
we deliver a first class solution
tailored to the specific requirements
and satisfaction of our discerning
clients, through our comprehensive
in-house expertise with building
design and architecture at its core.

Since our establishment in 1996, the
Archisys firm has accomplished the
design, supervision, and management
of many project types, including:

Through training and experience
our staff has extensive knowledge
in US and British design codes,
building codes, construction
methods and international codes of
health and safety.

Our high reputation with developers
and clients for consistently high
standards of delivery, combined
with our market leading expertise,
provide a sound foundation for
Archisys to be one of the region’s
foremost providers of consultancy
for the built environment.

Archisys has a diversified experience
in creative design, supervision and
project management activities. We
are able to deliver superior services
with the highest standard of quality
and value which meets and exceeds
our client’s expectations. Our staff
is experienced in new construction
methods, detailing and management
techniques, which cut cost while
maintaining standards.

1

2
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• Communities
• Commercial, civic & cultural
buildings
• Medical facilities
• Hotels & tourism projects
• Industrial developments.

+962 6 593 9444
+962 6 593 9445
info@archisys.com.jo

Pre-Contract Services:

•
•
•
•

• Conceptual Design
• Detail and construction, tender &
contract documents which consist of:

Simplicity and Creativity
Quality
Credibility and Client Satisfaction
Innovation

- Drawings and details
- Technical specifications

Our Vision
to be a center of excellence in
building industry consultancy

3

Our Values

Our Mission
creating quality environment
through devising and implementing
creative architectural and
engineering systems that combine
aesthetics with purpose, thus
maximizing the value of our clients
installations and investments.

Our Services

- Bills of quantities

Pre-Design Services:

- Cost estimate

•
•
•
•
•

- Bidding, negotiation and
contract award

- Conditions of contract

Project Scope Identification
Design and Planning brief
Feasibility Studies
Site selection and planning
Programming and space
planning studies

Post- Contract Services:
• Construction supervision
• Supervision of implementation,
acceptance, testing & commissioning

4

5

9

7

6

8

1

AL ZAIN Heights Gardens. Amman, Jrdan

2

Jordan Healthcare Center. Amman, Jordan

3

4th Circle Aapartment Tower. Amman,
Jordan

4

GTC Office Building. Amman, Jordan

5

Ithmar Apartment Compound. Amman,
Jordan

6

Zahran Tower. Amman, Jordan

7

Tuscany Mixed Use Complex-Comercial &
Hotel. Amman, Jordan

8

Ziayd Odeh Commercial Building

9

Time Center Office Building. Amman,
Jordan
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Associated Consulting Engineers (ACE)

Associated Consulting Engineers Jordan is a Consulting Engineering
Firm, established in 1980 and
registered as a Limited Liability
shareholding company with the
Ministry of Industry and Trade.
ACE is a professional firm staffed
and organized to provide multidisciplinary architectural and
engineering consulting services.
To-date, the firm has to its credit the
undertaking of a variety of multidisciplinary projects of varying
sizes, nature and complexity. This
qualified the Firm to be classified by
the Jordan Association of Engineers
to undertake Design and Supervision
works in the following fields:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Building Architecture
Roads and Highways
Water and Sewage
Bridges and High-Rise Buildings

1

2
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Abdel Hamid Sharaf St., Shmeisani
P.O.Box 926307. Amman 11190
www.ace-intl.net

Tel		
Fax
Email

5. Structural Engineering
6. Electrical Engineering
7. Mechanical Engineering
8. Project Management
9. Topographic Survey
10.Traffic Engineering

exceed 450 professional engineers,
architects and technicians in
various disciplines, enables the firm
to handle complex projects and
to offer a wide scope of services
specifically tailored to each
project’s requirements.

During the past 30 years, ACEJordan has developed to become one
of the leading Consulting Firms in
Jordan, with a Staff of more than
(100) hundred employees.
With its close ties to its affiliate
international Firm, ACE-Int’l,
ACE-Jordan has been able to
support its base of professionals
and receive the back-up necessary
to augment its available local
resources and capabilities, whenever
needed, to meet the requirements
and demands of specialized/large
projects. The expertise, experience
and size of ACE-Int’l staff, who

3

4

+962 6 5660742
+962 6 5686426
ace@ace-jor.com

Staff
ACE-Jordan’s Staff, of over
100 personnel, includes a core
of 45 professional engineers and
architects in various disciplines.
Their expertise enables the firm
to offer clients a wide scope of
services specifically tailored to each
project and its particular conditions.
They are qualified and well
experienced in all aspects of project
planning, design and construction
management/supervision services
and are familiar with International

5

6

Office Facilities

Standards as well as the Local
Regulatory Codes prevailing in
Jordan.

assured the presence of up-to-date
machines that can cope with the high
standards which the firm endeavors
to provide in its projects. Presently,
computer and other peripheral
equipment available at ACE Office
include Computers, Plotters, Scanners
and Printers, as well as Surveying
Instruments.

General:

Computer technology provides
the staff with an analytical
information and documentation
base and an effective tool for most
technical, managerial and support
functions. Specialized training of its
professionals and the depth of their
technical experience are reflected
in the firm’s accomplishments in
development projects over the past
30 years.
Additionally, ACE-Jordan has
the sizable pool of qualified and
experienced professionals of its
affiliate ACE-Athens, which it can
draw upon enabling it to develop and
expand its capabilities.

7

8

ACE-Jordan’s office in Amman
is organized and prepared to
accommodate all necessary and
support services for implementing
architectural and engineering
design works and providing head
office back-up for construction
management/ supervision
assignments. The office is fully
furnished and equipped with
automated and computerized
operations, covering all aspects
of engineering services, including
Computer Aided Design and
Drafting facilities (CADD).

To back-up the above mentioned
equipment, ACE has equipped its
offices with the latest in software
facilities, including Structural Analysis
Programs, Architectural Drafting,
Electrical, Mechanical & Other Civil
Engineering Systems, Project & Data
Management and Word-Processing &
General Use Software.

In-House Computer Facilities:
ACE’s adopted policy of automation
and technological updating has always

9

10

11
1

Salt Viaduct. Salt, Jordan

2

Jordan Road. Amman, Jordan

3

Aqaba Logistic Village. Aqaba, Aqaba

4

Water Resources Program. West Bank, Palestine

5

Water Resources Program. West Bank, Palestine

6

Zara-Ghor Haditha Road. Jordan

7

Wadi Es-Sir WW Treatment Plant. Jordan

8

Red Sea - Dead Sea. Jordan Vally, Jordan

9

Deera Tower. Amman Governorate, Jordan

10 Halhul - Dura Water Transmission PL. West
Bank, Palestine
11 Mujib Dam. Jordan
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BAHA Consultant Engineering

BAHA Consultant Engineering is one
of the most notable Architectural &
Engineering firms in Jordan specialized
in Architectural, Structural,
Mechanical and Electrical Design,
Urban Planning, Interior Design and
Landscaping, Supervision, Construction
Management, Environmental Studies
and Feasibility Studies.
BAHA has adopted the principle
of engineering consultancy based
on the concept of humanitarian
thought stems from the balance
in its destruction, rationalistic and
simplicity of the concepts on which the
design methodology in the courtyard
formed internal spaces and external
harmony of all projects with the help
of straight lines and curves to form
configurations geometrics suggest
balance and the human dimension,

Jabal Amman, 3rd Circle
P.O.Box 840566, Amman 11184
www.baha-jo.com

Tel		
Fax
Email

for that BAHA name dribbled from
Balanced And Human Architecture.

3 «Al-Asri Office for Engineering»
which was established in 1990 by
Eng. Ayman Shriem.

BAHA is classified by the Government
Tenders Directorate in the Ministry of
Public Works and Housing in Jordan
as a (Grade1, Class A, the highest
rank of consultancy in Jordan).
BAHA has been established since
2004, by restructured of 3 Jordanian
companies which are;
1 «Tabba'a Office for Engineering»
was established in 1985 by
Architect Majed Tabba'a &Eng.
Khaldoun Tabba'a.
2 «Group e Consultant Engineering
Office» which was established
in 1993 by Architect Khaled
Zabalawi.

1

+962 6 4628650
+962 6 4648650
info@baha-jo.com

In 2010 BAHA Established a new
branch in Tripoli- Libya to achieve
its vision.
Through BAHA history, the firm
designed several Land Marks
outside Jordan including;
• Al-Gheran Tourist Village/ Libya.
• Riyad Galley, Tabouk Towers,
Aryaf Tabouk, Manakha
Commercial Market, Dar
AL-Olum College and Schools
and AL-Madina Towers/ Saudi
Arabia.
• The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Prime Ministry Building/
Yemen.
• AL-Byan University / Abu DhabiUAE.

Also BAHA designed several projects
inside Jordan and in Different
specializations including;
• Design & Renovation of 29
Governmental & Military Hospitals
in Jordan, USDAID funded Project.
• The Judges Club.
• Marka Park.
• The Royal Undertaking (Sakan
Kareem)/ Mafraq.
• Al-Ghadeer Residential Suburb.
• The Ministry of Finance
Department Complex.

3

2
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• Governmental Departments
Complex/ Qatar.
• Jordanian Consul Housing/ DubaiUAE.
• Jordanian Embassy & the
Ambassador Residence/ Kuwait.

• The Jordanian Judicial Academy
Court.
• Al-Bshieri Residential Suburb.
• Al-Ruwwad Residential Village.
• Aqaba Applied College (Al-Balqa'a
Applied University).
• AL-Isra'a Hospital.
And many other engineering projects.
BAHA proved its identity & existence
by its team who are chosen by their
high academic education and wide
expertise in the different Engineering
specializations.
For that BAHA always aware of
developing it's team professionally
through the different training courses
inside and outside the firm.

BAHA aims are:
• Sustainable Design.
• Economic Cost.
• Client Satisfaction.
• High Quality.
Those criteria's keep BAHA
preceding and get closer to the top of
the consultancy firms in Jordan.
For best achievement and
performance, BAHA has a Quality
Control department following up
each project steps to improve the
quality of work and job atmosphere,
for that BAHA received ISO 90012000 Certificate in 2008, allowing
it to excel even further in the field of
Consulting Engineering.
Nowadays the brilliant performance
of BAHA still Going on.

6

4

5

1

Al-Gheran Tourist Village (Hotel
Building)- Libya

2

Al-Bshieri Residentail Suburb.
Al-Salt, Jordan

3

The Jordanian Consul Housing.
Dubai, UAE

4

Judges Club. Amman, Jordan

5

Jordanian Embassy. Kuwait

6

Marka Park. Amman, Jordan

7

Complex of Halls in Jordan
University of Science &
Technology. Irbid, Jordan

7
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Bitar Consultants Architects Engineers
and Project Managers

Bitar Consultants (BC) is a
leading fully-integrated planning,
architecture and engineering firm
that achieved the highest rank by the
Jordanian Ministry of Public Works
and Housing - the First Grade
Class "A" in Buildings Sector. Since
its establishment in 1951, BC has
been constantly raising the bar of
Jordan’s architecture standards to
the highest levels.
Bitar Consultants provide
comprehensive services starting
with feasibility studies through
site selection and development
of conceptual designs into final
schemes, and ending with project
construction management and
supervision. BC’s solutions are
tailored to meet the specific
requirements and needs of each
client, through mobilizing highly
qualified teams to address the
unique requirements of each project.
Bitar Consultants maintains an
innovative environment that boosts

130 Al-Mutasem St., 2nd Circle,
Jabal Amman
P.O.Box 962070, Amman 11196

Tel		
+962 6 4641884
Fax
+962 6 4655390
Email bitar@go.com.jo
www.bitarconsultants.com

creativity and efficiency, sustained
by an advanced quality management
system that complies with ISO
9001:2000 requirements.

sustainability concerns, anticipating
client and society’s needs for
years ahead through creative use
of green architecture principles
and appropriate environmental
engineering. Our expertise and
knowledge help us create the right
formula, where resources are wisely
managed, and negative impacts on
the surrounding environment are
reduced to the minimum.

Mission and Vision
Our mission is to offer
comprehensive architectural
solutions that can turn visions
into masterpieces. We strive to
progress with the architectural scene
in Jordan and the region to the
pinnacles of modern standards while
preserving the authentic identity of
local and regional Architecture.

Services

Our services span the life of
the project from its planning
stage through architectural
and engineering designs,
interior architecture and
landscape designs, construction
management, value engineering
and supervision.

Our services are designed to
achieve the vision of each project,
guaranteeing that every detail
has been taken care of, and every
specific requirement has been
met. As an integral part of
our services, Bitar incorporates

Team
Bitar Consultants is led by Nemer
Bitar and Bashar Bitar, two
pioneering Jordanian architects,
with a distinctive approach that
visualizes architecture as a scientific
art, where creativity and engineering
blend in harmony to shape the future
of architecture.
Our unique multi-disciplinary
team has successfully completed
hundreds of projects in Jordan and
the region. The firm’s track record
has been achieved by the excellence
of more than 80 full-time planners,
architects, engineering experts,
and IT consultants, carefully
selected based on their academic
achievements and professional
experience.

Awards and Benchmarks
Bitar Consultants enjoys five
decades of success; the company

was honored and awarded by several
governmental and independent
organizations for innovation and
creativity, including:
• The Jordanian Ministry of
Public Work & Housing Prize;
Consultant of the Year(s):
1999, 2005 and 2008
• The Municipality of Greater
Amman Prize; the Consultant
of the Year 2008
We have successfully worked in joint
ventures (or sub-consultancies) with
international consultants, including
Edward Cullinan Architects of
London (Petra Visitor Center and
Karak Gateway Bus Terminal and
Municipality Building-a World Bank
project) LoveJoy Architects of
London (Abdoun City Park-client:
City of Amman), GHK Architects of
London (Urban Regeneration of the
Historic Core of Salt City-a World
Bank project), Caputo International
Architects of Italy (Abdali Park

and Public Library-client: City
of Amman), and Grontmij/BGS
Ingenieurgesellschaft of Hanover
(26 Public Schools- co-financed
by the KfW and the Jordanian
Government).

Core Strengths
Our firm has special strength in
projects dealing with:
- Conservation and urban
regeneration.
- Health care facilities planning
and design.
- Educational facilities planning
and design.
- Cultural institutions design.
- Public parks and landscaping
projects.

1 Aqaba National Library. Aqaba, Jordan
A 10000 sq.m. public library for the city of
Aqaba. The site is part of Aqaba National
Park. The design addresses the continuous
cultural dialogue between the Arab Islamic
culture and the other cultures symbolized by the
juxtaposition of ‘the Castle and the Sea’ with all
their implied notions. The building is equipped
as a multi media data centre combining the
traditional book library concept with the
electronic library concept.

4

2

1
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2 Petra Gateway/Visitor Center. WadiMousa,
Jordan - An international competition that we
won with Edward Cullinan Architects of London
to redevelop the visitor facilities to the ancient
Nabatean city of Petra in Jordan. The World
Heritage Site of Petra is a magical place for the
other-worldliness of its topography and geology
alone. It is the power of this landscape that must
have inspired the Nabateans to make it their
sacred home, carving the rock with strength and
grace over many centuries to create their city.
This is in direct contrast to the legacy of 20th
century additions that have arisen piecemeal
around the entrance to the site, to meet the
relatively recent demands of architectural design.

3

Supreme Criminal Court. Amman,
Jordan

4

Jordan Islamic Bank

3
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Consolidated Consultants Engineering & Environment (CC)

Introduction
Across Arabia, Africa and Central
Asia, a new world is emerging in
the wake of the major political,
social and demographic changes of
the past two decades. CC is ideally
positioned to combine business and
culture together to provide the best
service to clients at all levels across
this fast-changing area.
CC was born in Jordan 40 years
ago. The multi-disciplinary staff
of the firm undertakes services for
public and private clients ranging
from large scale-master planning
and environmental studies through
to detailed design, engineering, cost
consulting, and construction phase
services for traditional tenders as
well as BOT projects.
Led by Jafar Tukan, recipient of
the internationally prestigious AGA
KHAN Award for Architecture
2001, CC’s architecture team
provides design services that

73 AL Mutanabi Street. 4th Circle
P.O.Box 830746. Amman 11183
www.ccjo.com

Tel		
Fax
Email
		

result in high-quality architecture
that is aesthetically rich, elegant,
functional, environmentally-sensitive,
and culturally responsive.

International Experience

CC’s success reflects the trust of the
clients in its services; this is proven
by long-term client relationships
and continuing work, either alone
or in association with well-known
international firms.

Specialties
With a staff of over 600, CC aims to
provide comprehensive professional
services in planning, architecture,
environmental, engineering, and
related disciplines. Our multidisciplinary staff can address client
requirements from project inception
to completion and can partner with
other professional firms in a wide
variety of ways to serve public and
private client needs.

+962 6 4612377
+962 6 4644987
ccpost@ccjo.com
bdd@ccjo.com

Over the past four decades CC
has worked with many major
international and regional
development and funding agencies,
developing in-depth understanding
of their requirements and standards.
CC is now registered with the
following organizations:
• World Bank (IBRD & IDA)
• European Bank for
Reconstruction & Development
(EBRD)
• Islamic Development Bank (IDB)
• Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development (KFAED)
• Arab Fund for Economic and
Social Development (AFESD)
• Abu Dhabi Fund (ADF)
• Arab Bank for Economic
Development in Africa (BADEA)
• Saudi Fund for Development (SFD)

2

1
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4

• US Agency for International
Development (USAID)
• German Development
Cooperation (GTZ)
• Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA)
• United Nations Development
Program (UNDP)
• Kreditanstalt für
Wiederaubfbau (KfW)
In Jordan and elsewhere, CC
has formed joint ventures and
associations with renowned firms
from the US and EU to deliver high
quality state-of-the-art services
to clients in different areas of the
world. These relationships have often
evolved into long term alliances.

5

3

6

Awards
The work of Consolidated
Consultants has achieved national
recognition at the highest level. CC
received the Award of Excellence in
1998 from the late King Hussein of
Jordan for the design and supervision
of the construction of Karameh
Dam. CC also received an Award
of Merit from the Association of
Civil Engineers of New Zealand
for the design and supervision of
the construction of Wadi Haddada
Tunnel in downtown Amman, and the
ACEC Engineering Excellence Award
2004 from the American Council
of Engineering Companies for the
Aqaba Industrial Zone Project. CC
received the Jordanian Ministry of
Public Works and Housing Award for
Best Consultancy 2003 and 2007
and the Greater Amman Municipality
2009 Award of Best Executed
Project in the areas of Contracting
and Engineering Consultancy for

the National Library project. CC’s
chairman, architect Jafar Tukan, was
awarded the Aga Khan Award for
Architecture 2001, Palestine Award
for Architecture 1999, and two
awards from the Organization of the
Arab Cities in 1982 and 2002.

CC Offices In The Region
Amman, Jordan
Aqaba, Jordan
Ramallah, Palestine
Beirut, Lebanon
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates
Baghdad, Iraq
Sulaymaniyah, Iraq
Sana’a, Yemen
Tripoli, Lebiya
Astana, Kazakhstan
Tbilisi, Georgia
Luanda, Angola.

7

8

9
1

Jordan Gate. Jordan

2

Medium And Small Court Houses. UAE

3

CASSELLS Tower. UAE

4

Wadi Haddada Tunnel (King Hussein
Tunnel). Jordan

5

Portfolio Project. Libya

6

Aqaba Coastal Highway. Jordan

7

Shams ArRiyadh Residential Community.
ArRiyadh, KSA

8

Sewer and Storm Water Master Plan for
Kirkuk. Iraq

9

Al-Wehdah Dam. Jordan
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Consulting Engineering Center - Sajdi & Partners (CEC)

 �سجـــدي و�شـــركـاه- مـــركز الإ�ست�شـــارات الهند�سيـــة
P.O.Box 961105, Amman - Jordan
www.cec.com.jo

Consulting Engineering Center
(CEC) is an international firm of
consulting engineers established
in Amman in 1974. The firm has
244 professionals dedicated to the
application of the latest engineering
technologies and services. CEC is an
independent, integrated engineering
consulting firm with its main office in
Jordan and 6 branches in Abu Dhabi,
Yemen, Palestine, South Africa ,
Albania and Lesotho. The Jordan
Engineers Association classifies CEC
as a Consulting Engineering Firm
with Class A certification.

Services and Clients
CEC’s engineering practice
emphasizes all fields related to water,
wastewater collection and treatment,
effluent re-use, dams, environmental
impact assessments, and
transportation projects. For these
fields, the firm provides technical
assistance, feasibility studies,
engineering design, construction
supervision and management, quality
control, cost recovery systems setup,
as well as institutional strengthening
and training.
CEC has been involved in the study,
analysis, design, and construction
supervision of projects in more than
28 countries spanning the Middle
East, Africa, Asia and Europe.

Tel		
Fax

+962 6 5699162
+962 6 5699248

Email

main@cec.com.jo

The firm has implemented
international projects financed by:
• The World Bank (WB)
• Islamic Development Bank
(IsDB)
• Arab Bank for Economic
Development in Africa (BADEA)
• Arab Fund for Economic and
Social Development (AFESD)
• Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development (KFAED)
• Abu Dhabi Fund for
Development (ADFD)

Management Approach
CEC’s vision is to excel in providing
quality-engineering services and
to become the leading Jordanian
consulting firm in the water,
environment and transportation
sectors.
CEC’s mission is to provide
our clients with economically
feasible, technically sound, and
environmentally-friendly engineering
projects by using recognized Quality
Management procedures in order to
meet client needs and exceed clients’
expectations.
CEC is committed to providing
its clients Excellence in Services
provided with Integrity and Respect.
CEC’s commitment and dedication
to quality and client service is

• Kreditanstalt Für
Wiederaufbau (KfW)
• United States Agency for
International Development
(USAID)

relentless; it was the first consulting
engineering firm in Middle East to
acquire the ISO 9001 certification
and is among the first few to
upgrade its certification to ISO
9001: 2008.

CEC is committed to be a StrategyFocused Organization and has
effectively used the best practices
of the Balanced Scorecard
Performance Management System
since September 2005.

CEC has been awarded the
prestigious King Abdullah II Award
for Excellence three times (20032004, 2005-2006 and 2008-2009);
this award recognizes excellence
in five main criteria: Leadership,
Strategic Planning, Resource
Management, Process Management,
and Results. CEC has been awarded
the FCIC (Federation of Consultants
from Islamic Countries) Seal of
Excellence for the three-year period
starting from 2008.

• Saudi Fund for Development
(SFD)

2
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3

4

5

6

7

8
1

Karak Sewerage Pipe Tunnel. Jordan

2

Zara-Ma'in Water Conveyance. Jordan

3

Karak-Qatarneh Road. Jordan

4

Raisnig of Kafrein Dam. Jordan

5

Al Bireh Wastewater Treatment. Palestine

6

Male International Airport. Maldives

7

Sweileh Interchange - 8th Circle Airport
Highway. Jordan

8

Maseru Pre-Urban Water Supply. Lesotho
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Dar Al-Omran

DAR AL-OMRAN - established in
1979, is considered today one of the
leading multidiscipline consulting
firms in Jordan.
DAR AL-OMRAN gained a
distinguished international position
in the planning, studies and designs
of sensitive regional architecture
in the Islamic World. Its team of
highly qualified architects search
for contemporary solutions derived
from regional and cultural heritage
that is compatible with the local
environment. As Architect Dr. Rasem
Badran states: “We derive from the
past what we design for today to
withstand the future”.
During the past three decades,
DAR AL-OMRAN had undertaken
the design and supervision of a large
number of distinguished building
projects, and developed valuable
experience that enabled the firm
to pre-qualify for participation
in several local, regional and
international competitions and
receive prizes and awards.

29 Dr. Ibrahim Al-Khaledi St.,
Jebel Amman
P.O.Box 182571, Amman 11118
www.daralomran.com

Tel

+962 6 5604200
+962 6 5681000
Fax
+962 6 5606606
Email dao-amman@daralomran.com

DAR AL-OMRAN track record
present active performance in the
design for various types and sizes
of building projects offering several
professional services including
Planning and Urban Design,
Architectural and Engineering
Design, Landscape Design,
Interior Design, Q.S., Specs., and
Tender Documentation, as well as
Technical Supervision and Contract
Administration.

Arabia, Palestine, Egypt, Libya,
Sudan, Morocco, Spain, Pakistan,
Kazakhstan, and Malaysia.

In addition, DAR AL-OMRAN
has been active in the fields of
Infrastructure and Environmental
projects covering all activities
of Studies, Planning, Analysis,
Engineering Design and Technical
Supervision for Roads, Irrigation,
Water and Waste Water Networks,
and Treatment Plants.
DAR AL-OMRAN professional
services cover several countries
including Jordan, Lebanon,
Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab
Emirates, Oman, Yemen, Saudi

As consulting services are directly
seeded in the human capital,
DAR AL-OMRAN has given priority
in its development policy to new
ambitious talents to work alongside
the senior professionals in order to
ensure proper development, training
and transfer of knowhow.
DAR AL-OMRAN is registered as an
international consultant with most
of the funding agencies in the Arab
World, namely the World Bank, Inter
America Bank, Islamic Development
Bank, Arab Fund for Economic and
Social Development, Kuwait Fund for
Arab Economic Development, and
Banque Arabe Pour Le Developpement
Economique En Afrique (BADEA).
DAR AL-OMRAN quality policy was
enforced through the ISO 9001-1994
quality management certificate issued
in 1998, updated in 2003 to meet

ISO 9001-2000 requirements, and
further renewed in 2006 DAR ALOMRAN is member in the JEA, A/E
Business Conical, Arab Association
of Consulting Firms, and Federation
of Consultants for Islamic Countries.

Some of DAR AL-OMRAN
projects

Our Vision

• King Abdullah Ben Abdulaziz Al
Saoud City - Al-Zarqa’ - Jordan

• Heart of Doha - Architecture &
Urban Competition - Al-Doha –
Qatar

• Ministry of Finance - Amman –
Jordan

• Al-Fateh University Central
Library - Tripoli - Libya

• Al-Bashir Hospital - Amman Jordan

• Sana’a – Al-Hodaidah Road –
Yemen

Mission Statement

• Rum Village Expansion Project –
Phase I - Rum – Jordan

We assess by sense, design
by challenge and deliver with
excellence.

• Ibb Sewage Treatment Plant –
Yemen

• Ministry Of Hajj- Mecca- KSA

• Abu Barqa Dam - Jordan

• Darb Al-Mashaer - Mecca – KSA
• Al-Ta’meer Center – Al- Riyadh KSA

• Urban Development for the
Historic Cities of Jerash, Karak
,Madaba, and Al-Salt - Jordan

• Al-Mushref Gardens - Abu
Dhabi- United Arab Emirates

• EIA for Medical and Industrial
Waste Treatment Plant - Jordan

The Region’s Leader in shaping and
delivering contemporary building
designs, inspired by nature, guided
by culture.

• German Jordanian University Madaba - Jordan
• Yarmouk University Central
library - Amman – Jordan

• Detainees Building - Abu DhabiUnited Arab Emirates
• Al-Quoz Land Development Dubai - United Arab Emirates
• Damascus University Central
library - Damascus - Syria

2
5
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1

Faheheel water front development. Kuwait

2

AQABA North Truck Terminal Entrance
Interchange. Jordan

3

Baq’a And Abu Nsair Waste water treatment
plant. Jordan

4

Jordan university for science & technology
(J.U.S.T). Jordan

5

Court House Complex. UAE
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Design Associates & Research Bureau - DARB
Architects & Engineers

Architectural and Engineering
design and project implementation
result in the creation of viable forms
and spaces for people to inhabit,
use, and enjoy. Our profession is, at
heart, a deeply human endeavor that
can best be based upon a practical,
aesthetic, and ethical framework.
To respond to these requirements,
DARB embarks upon its work
with utmost reverence and respect
and always attempts to provide
practical, professional, and high
quality services that distinguish each
and every project we undertake.
Furthermore, DARB believes
that the acquisition, processing,
and dissemination of knowledge
are particular field of work and
is an important and continuous
process within the company that
is ever evolving dynamically and
interactively to positively influence
our approach and operation.

P.O.Box 5659, Amman 11181
www.darb.com.jo

Tel		
Fax
Email

Consequently, continuous
professional development within
a spirit of intellectual challenge,
aspiration towards excellence in
what we do as well as sensitivity
towards project constraints, and
other socio-economic, cultural, and
environmental issues, altogether
represent the driving force within
DARB.

The concentration within the
company is primarily upon the
quality and success of every project
undertaken rather than upon other
commercial criteria within the firm.
Our philosophy has been proven time
and again by the amount of repeat
business we are awarded from the
same clients and by the referrals of
new clients from those clients who
have had the experience of working
with us previously.

DARB is a small A/E consulting
company specialized in all types
of buildings ranging in size from
high-end residential buildings to
institutional, industrial, healthcare,
and commercial buildings. The
construction materials and
techniques we use are as varied
as our project types. Our work
comprises conventional reinforced
concrete to structural steel to
pre-cast concrete as well as
pre-tensioned or post tensioned
framing systems.

+962 6 5694739
+962 6 5620145
darb@go.com.jo

Although DARB’s principals and
staff are highly experienced in the
work we undertake, each project is
considered not only as a challenge
but also as a learning experience
that serves to enrich and strengthen
our scope and depth. The defined
aims and targets of each project,
as stated in its brief, take priority
throughout the project’s life from
the first lines drawn on paper to
its successful construction and

operation. We consider our prompt
and timely responsiveness and
attendance to each client as the
most essential ingredients towards
achieving client satisfaction.
DARB approaches all projects
undertaken with all the respect they
merit and deserve.
The personal service and attention
all our clients receive frames our
relationship within a comfortable
human context that transcends
rigid structured relationships that
characterize modern business
arrangements.
Our professional approach is
emphasized by our consideration
of all issues that may have an

impact upon a certain task or
project, such as social, economic
and environmental sensitivity.
It is also emphasized by skill,
precision, and keenness for details,
uncompromising quality and
attention that are requisite to
achieve the desired results.

DARB has recognized and notable
experience in all types of industrial
projects. We are invited to submit
proposals for most major industrial
projects in Jordan. DARB’s list of
clients comprises local as well as
regional and international clients in
this field.

DARB is a registered class “A”
consulting firm at the Jordan
Engineering Association (JEA).
Registration Number: 1984.

DARB provides specialized
structural engineering services for
all types of building structures
and structural framing materials
in Jordan and the region, often
by collaborating with other
architectural firms. One of the
principals of DARB is a qualified
chartered structural engineer
with the Institution of Structural
Engineers in the U.K.

DARB is also registered as class
“1” Architectural and Structural
Engineering Consulting Firm for
Building Projects at the Jordanian
Ministry of Public Works &
Housing. Registration Number: 144.

3
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1

Six Senses Spa at Ma'in. Jordan
This project won the prize of the best
Environmentally friendly project in Jordan
for 2008

2

Palestine Central Bank
won the first prize of an architectural
competition held in Palestine in 2002.

3

Amman Surgical Hospital extension

4

Al- Riyadi Club Project. Amman, Jordan
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ECO Consult

Established in 1995, ECO Consult
is one of Jordan’s leading consulting
firms providing integrated consulting
services through¬out the Middle
East in a wide range of disciplines.
Workplace professionalism, strong
commitment, continuous and
aggressive internal development have
catalyzed this growth and earned our
company its place in the lead.
ECO Consult’s services have evolved
to respond to development trends,
needs, and priorities. Our company
was initially involved in supporting
institutions that provide public
services, but more and more, ECO
is engaging in facilitating policy
dialogues between Governments and
civic groups, and building alliances
between communities, the private
sector and public authorities,
to create arenas for flexible
collaboration, enhanced resilience
and adaptive capacity to respond
to changing needs and externalities.
ECO's client list includes donor
agencies, public sector institutions
and private enterprises.

Sectors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Sector Reform
Local Governance
Development Zones
Infrastructure
Environment
Energy
Water
Private Enterprise
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Jude Center, Salem Hindawi St.,
Shmeisani
P.O.Box: 941400, Amman 11194
www.ecoconsult.jo

Tel		
Fax
Email

Services

In today’s world, solutions have to
make economic sense in order to be
accepted. Building on our broad set
of analytical and specialist skills, and
where possible, we aim to present the
benefits of proposed solutions multidimensionally, including the economic
dimension.

• Policy Reform
• Sectoral Reform and
Transformation
• Business Process Improvement
and Automation
• Public Private Partnerships
• Market Research and Feasibility
Studies
• Financial Management and
Analysis
• Public Utilities Support
• Pricing and Tariff Analysis
• Institutional and Organizational
Development

+962 6 5699769
+962 6 5697264
info@ecoconsult.jo

We believe that our clients are then
better informed to make the hard
decisions that face them.
We have advised and supported
governments in making
transformational changes that
improve the government’s delivery of
services and maximize the value for
money from the resources they spend.

• Human Resources Management
• Strategic Planning
• Environmental and Social
Impacts Assessments
• Environmental Due Diligence
• Environmental Economics
Analysis
• Program Design and Development

QuickTime™ and a
decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

ECO has played a key role in
bringing Governments, the private
sector and civil society groups
together to agree on strategic
directions for development. Based
in Amman, Jordan, the company
implements and participates
in programs in the region and
other parts of the world. These
programs are on the cutting
edge of development efforts, and
include benchmarking, design
and implementation of sectoral

governance systems; enhancement
of operations through building
capacities and automation;
deployment of analytical tools;
and adopting collaborative and
participatory approaches for
development and reform.
ECO has delivered on initiatives
that partner the private and public
sectors to create synergies that
address the fundamental and
longstanding problems of shortage
of public finance for infrastructure
and inadequate public service
delivery. Our involvement has
been in preparing these complex
relationships for long-term viability
by conducting the necessary
financial, operational, legal and
institutional assessments that
clarify each party’s responsibilities
and roles. We have worked with
development zones and local
governments, such as the Aqaba
Special Economic Zones Authority,
to develop master plans, strategic
objectives, investor permitting
systems, outsourcing policies, and
a host of internal organizational
structures and business processes.
Specifically, our services:
• Enable decision makers to
make practical and timely
business decisions.
• Assist policy makers in
integrating sustainability into
development planning.
• Assist governments in creating
the enabling environment for
private sector involvement in
sustainable development.

• Help businesses to make the
most of opportunities for
commercial advantage and
reputation enhancement in their
target markets.

Our Approach
• Develops a holistic perspective on
any project to identify external
and internal factors that could
impact it, or be impacted by it.
• Works with clients to tailor
projects for their needs and for
country specific requirements.
• Applies international guidelines,
regional regulations and
international standards and best
practices.
• Utilizes collaborative planning
and participatory approaches in
implementing projects.
• Ensures stakeholder involvement
and buy-in, knowledge transfer,
and training.
• Takes into account the need for
change management and conflict
resolution.
• Is to work effectively with all
levels within a client organization
from top management to
operations staff.

a r e
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ECO Consult has assembled a
team of expert consultants with
diverse qualifications, international
experiences, and unparalleled
commitment to delivering the highest
quality work. We carefully recruit and
manage our professional staff and
associates to ensure that our work
provides our clients and partners with
quality, high value optimized output
and value for our partners.

Our Team
ECO has a specialized technical
team with diverse capabilities
and skills. In addition to our
core staff of environmentalists,
engineers, economists, accountants,
and administrators, we have a
diverse roster of associates, each a
recognized expert in their field with
whom we work on specific projects.
Our Team is:
• Well trained, very skilled, and
highly motivated.
• Committed to provide high quality,
timely and effective services.
• Are responsive to customer needs.

In Summary
In summary, ECO Consult provides
advisory services to governments
and private organizations to
clarify their policies, improve
their strategies, strengthen their
institutions, modernize their service
delivery, enhance their financial
performance, improve their efficiency
and performance and optimize the
utilization of available resources.
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Engicon

Engicon is an engineering
powerhouse, providing design
and supervision for some of the
largest and most complex projects
throughout the Middle East. The
company was first established in
1988 under the name of Jordanian
Consulting Engineer, and in the
intervening years has grown in
both experience and prestige.
Today, Engicon is classified
as First Class A Consultant in
Design and Supervision in the
fields of water, roads, buildings,
and environment by the Ministry
of Public Works and Housing in
Jordan. Engicon has secured
the trust of some of the best
international and regional
engineering partners and affiliates
and has won the respect of many
demanding clients in the region.

127 Ahmad Bin Hanbal St.
P.O.Box 962963, Amman 11190
www.engicon.com

Tel		
Fax
Email

International Experience

undertaking carried out by Engicon
was marked by the launch of its
Training Center in 2004. Partnering
with a number of international and
local institutions, Engicon offers
customizable training programs on a
wide range of topics.

Although based in Jordan,
the company’s numerous
accomplishments invited regional
interest, and at present Engicon
operates in many other countries
including Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
Yemen, Palestine, Iraq, and Lebanon.
Engicon’s depth of knowledge
about diverse local cultures in the
Arab region, tested international
partnerships, and advanced
operational systems forge greater
harmony and performance efficiency
throughout all project phases.

Services and Staff
Engicon’s portfolio of successes
comprise of engineering projects
in a diverse range of sectors, such
as water and wastewater, highway,
architectural, structural, bridge
and high-rise building, electrical,
mechanical, and survey. In
addition, Engicon is experienced in
project management and providing
environmental services. The latest

+962 6 4602120
+962 6 4602130
info@engicon.com

Ensuring the excellence and
efficiency of Engicon are the
many talented individuals that
make up the workforce of the
company. Engicon has over two
hundred highly capable, multifaceted engineers, architects,
technicians, and administrative
staff who work together in order to
produce competitive solutions for
a broad array of challenges. Since
developing the right qualifications
in diverse resources provides for
a successful enterprise, Engicon
has always made preparing and
empowering its human resources
a high priority. In light of this
dedication to hiring the best,
investing in engineering expertise,
and forging a learning environment,
it is no surprise that Engicon

continues to hold the record of
having the lowest employee-turnover
rate among its peers.

Environmental
Commitment

The combined effort of each and
every individual within Engicon
is devoted to providing innovative
solutions to difficult challenges.
Engicon has a deserved reputation
for client service, which it has
established by listening intently
and engaging in close dialogue with
clients in order to fully understand
and appreciate their vision. The
landscape of engineering today
consists of an abundance of
challenges, including reducing the
cost of construction, operation, and
maintenance, while at the same time
complying with stringent guidelines
and increasing the projects
productivity and sustainability. As
a resourceful enterprise, Engicon
has helped clients to achieve these
seemingly conflicting objectives, thus
rewarding them with higher returns
on their investment.

A principal tenet within these efforts
is implementing environmentally
sensitive policies throughout service
provisions and project phases.
During the past several years,
the environment has assumed a
more critical role in a project’s
development and lifecycle. Engicon
believes it is possible to conduct
business in accordance with
the highest ethical commitment
to protecting our environment
while simultaneously maximizing
productivity and cost-effectiveness.
As a result of their creative
approach to solving environmental
issues within the scope of projects,
Engicon today is one of the few
companies in the region qualified
and rich in resources in order to
implement innovative environmental
strategies in varied industrial and
commercial projects.

This is a period of fundamental
development across all economic
areas in the Arab world, and
Engicon is proud to be an active
participant in helping to achieve
progress. Despite the company’s
great success, Engicon continues to
renew its dedication to hard work
and innovative thinking.

1

Aqaba Entrance. Aqaba, Jordan

2

Aqaba Cultural Center. Aqaba, Jordan

3

KTD Transmission Line. Deir Alla,
Jordan

4

Amman Development Corridor.
Amman, Jordan

5

AsSamra WWTP. Zarqa, Jordan

2
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Faris & Faris

Faris & Faris architects is an
architectural consulting firm. Our
mission is to create distinctive,
environmentally and culturally
responsive built environments. Our
firm is a professional framework
that brings together a group
of creative and enthusiastic
architects who share an unwavering
commitment to the firm’s clients,
the building process and imaginative
design solutions that synthesize
aesthetic, functional and technical
aspects of architecture.
Based in Amman, Jordan and
founded in 1996 by architects Faris
I. Abdul Rahman and Faris N. Zaru,
the firm has built a respectable
reputation in Jordan. We have
successfully designed and supervised
a multitude of projects, ranging from
private villas to commercial and
public buildings, including several

65 Ibn Khaldoun St.,
P.O.Box 5091, Amman 11183
www.farisandfaris.com

Tel
+962 6 4644799
Fax
+962 6 4644634
Email architects@farisandfaris.com

museums. We have also attained
leading positions in several public
architectural competitions.

image/aesthetics and architectural
philosophy.
• Development of innovative design
alternatives by exploring the
creative opportunities of a project,
then progressing towards the
optimum design solution.
• Consistency and quality: from
initial concept to final built form.

Fully capable of undertaking a
diverse range of architectural tasks,
Faris & Faris core competencies are
complemented by top professional
resources in the fields of structural
and electromechanical engineering.
This enables us to fully focus and
excel in the design and supervision
aspects of projects.

Methodology
• Deep understanding and analysis
of project requirements through
research, interviews and personal
interaction.
• Comprehensive study of site,
environment and context.
• Synthesis of functional program,

The selection of these specialist
collaborations is always aligned with
the nature and needs of the project
at hand.
We continuously improve our inhouse capabilities and are always
in search of the best cooperative
partners in the market.

Core Services

Capabilities
Architecture is the core focus
of Faris & Faris architects. We
complement this core competency
with carefully selected, highly
qualified professionals and firms, who
offer a strong technical background
and experience in various fields that
relate to our projects.

• Architecture
• Interior Architecture and
Space Planning
• Landscape Architecture

Complementary
Supporting Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working Team
The design team of Faris & Faris
architects is comprised of a group
of highly motivated, well experienced
and professionally oriented
engineers. The team is comprised of
the following:

Structural and Civil Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Urban Planning / Design
Interior Design
Landscape Design
Green Buildings
Environmental Impact
Assessment

• Architects: All with a
minimum education of B.Sc.
in Architecture, responsible for
all stages of design works and
architectural supervision
• Project Planning: in charge
of project management and
workflow
• Project Supervision: civil
engineers responsible for closely
following up on all building
works, always collaborating with
the design team.
• Administration: office
management and support.

2

1
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1

High Judiciary Court. Amman, Jordan

2

Bahrain Children’s Museum.
AlManama, Bahrain

3

The Children’s Museum. Amman,
Jordan

4

Hammoudi Villa. Zay, Jordan

4
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Faris Bagaeen

Architecture is a living art, a
science, where the human needs,
feelings, ambitions and aspirations
are represented in sculptural forms,
Forms that are created by the
interplay of planes and masses,
solids and voids. Hence creating
livable spaces with meaning, soul
and character.
The architect should strive to satisfy
the functional needs, while creating
buildings that are at the right balance
between functionality and beauty.
Each building should stand out as a
statement within its surroundings in
harmony, rather than impose itself.
Our design firm was established in
1999, by Faris Bagaeen after he
had spent 16 years as a partner in
an architectural and engineering
design firm. The diverse experience of
working with professional designers
and engineers of all fields of the
building industry gave Mr. Bagaeen
a good base to attract a fine set of

P.O.Box 830065, Amman 1183
www.fb-architects.com

Tel		
Fax
Email

professionals, and to set out goals and
a clear vision for the new practice.

departments takes top priority and
is considered one of our points of
strength. We believe in well designed
well engineered, well detailed and
well coordinated projects. Our design
team is trained from early stages on
understanding other disciplines and
on the ability to coordinate design
drawings. Each design member
is taken during their working life
through different stages so as to
gain a well rounded experience in all
design aspects.

We started with two departments,
architecture and structure. Then in
2002 the departments of electrical
and mechanical engineering (building
services) were added. In 2003
we started interior and landscape
design through the architecture
department, so as to provide the
full design service to our projects.
Later, the interior design department
was structured with close
relationship with the architecture
and the engineering departments.
In 2005 we established the project
supervision and management
department as a step to provide
better and more professional service.
Our design ideology rotates around
providing creative solutions and
we take pride in having earned the
reputation for taking on complicated
projects with challenging design
solutions. Horizontal linkage and
coordination among the design

+962 6 5660967
+962 6 5934371
info@fb-architects.com

Hotels, hospitality and touristic

Educational, social and sports

We design many different kinds of
projects; Residential, commercial,
touristic, social, renovation, heritage,
religious and interior. And in the
following page there are some
examples of our work.
Heritage, modernization and rehabilitation

Residential (villas, Apartment buildings, compounds)

Religious

Office, commercial and mixed use buildings

Interior (residential and corporate)
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maisam architects & engineers

Building on more than twenty years
of Architecture & Engineering
experience in the region and
internationally, Meisa Batayneh and
her team of associates established
maisam architects & engineers
with the vision to utilize knowledge,
innovation and design in the pursuit
of architectural excellence. maisam’s
expertise is focused on providing
planning, architecture and design
services to developers, corporations,
governments and individuals.
maisam’s multi-disciplinary team
comprises architects, engineers, urban
planners, project managers, landscape
designers, and branding experts.
When required, maisam draws on
a fine group of strategic alliances
with international and regional firms
and consultants whose expertise
includes infrastructure design, leisure
management, environment planning,
sustainable development, etc.

1

2
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Zahran Plaza, 7th Floor
P.O.Box 144179, Amman 11814,
Jordan
www.maisam.com.jo

Tel		
Fax
Email

maisam’s team have been producing
diverse landmark projects in the
region, ranging from sustainable
master-planning for the east coast
of the Dead Sea to culturally vibrant
and eco-friendly island developments
in the Gulf region. Other projects
include a master plan for a new city in
Pakistan; several mixed use projects in
Abdali Project, and the embellishment
of the Martyr’s memorial.

and Partners, the place branding and
design of several bank branches and a
heritage residence in USA.

maisam adopts a green approach in its
buildings utilizing the expertise of its
LEED Accredited Professionals. This
is best demonstrated in two maisam
projects within the Abdali Project,
both of which have applied for
LEED certification.

Services

maisam’s Portfolio also comprises
diverse prestigious projects, such as:
the new terminal building at Queen
Alia International Airport and the
Living Wall mixed use project, both
of which done in collaboration with
the world renowned architects Fosters

3

+962 6 5818801
+962 6 5818810
info@maisam.com.jo

In addition to the Amman head
office, maisam has established offices
in Abu Dhabi, UAE to service the
whole of the Gulf region and Delhi,
India to concentrate on enhancing
production capacity.

clients rang from individuals,
corporate houses, government
bodies, and royal families. maisam’s
relentless attention to detail coupled
with the aim to achieve the highest
quality end-product ensures a creative
process that benefits the client.

Planning
maisam’s comprehensive planning
services not only assure alignment
with government legislation and
regulations, but also encompass
feasibility analysis, site selection
studies, urban planning, suburban
planning and development, and
site planning.

maisam’s involvement in some of
the region’s major master planning
endeavors is a result of methodical
expertise in evaluating and devising at
both the macro and the micro levels.

Construction supervision is integral to
maisam’s promise of quality. On-site
supervisors ensure that the highest
technical standards of quality and
workmanship are observed.

Landscape architecture

Urban design

Master Planning

Construction Supervision

maisam’s urban design approach
is sensitive to the human condition
and the experience of the natural
environment. maisam’s provides
solutions for civic design, landscape
design, and infrastructure engineering
and architecture.

Exterior & Interior Architecture
maisam is recognized for its creative
edge that pushes design beyond norms
and established perceptions. maisam’s

maisam’s methodology for landscape
design is holistic in approach, whereby
the landscape design becomes the
recipient of input from numerous
design tools.

Engineering & Structural design
maisam’s multi-disciplinary
engineering team is responsible for the
creation of highly functional designs
utilizing state of the art technology
for cost effective, energy efficient,
and reliable engineering systems that
provide utmost comfort
and sustainability.
9
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10
1

Aqaba Bus Terminal and Plaza. Aqaba, Jordan

2

Queen Alia International Airport New Terminal.
Amman, Jordan

3

Ravi City. Punjab, Pakistan

4

Crystalle. Abdali - Amman, Jordan

5

Living Wall. Amman, Jordan

6

Silver Tower. Amman, Jordan

7

Architect’s Residence. Amman, Jordan

8

Atrium & Signiture. Adbali - Amman, Jordan

9

Union Bank Branches. Jordan and Palestine

10 College of Arts and Design. Amman, Jordan
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SMDudin –Architects & Engineers

We believe that excellence is not
just doing extra ordinary things,
but even doing the small things
extra-ordinarily well.
SMD Architects & Engineers has
built a reputation for exceptional
performance by adhering to a
simple standard:
Do what you say you are going to do
and use the resources and expertise
required to do the job right.
Do the work as specified and provide
good value at a fair price.
And
Do everything possible to deliver ontime and on-budget, as promised.
Developing a personal relationship
with our clients is fundamental to
how we do business.

P.O.Box 9936, Amman - jordan
www.smdudin.com

Tel		
Fax
Email

We appreciate our customers and
make every effort to treat them with
respect. One or both of the company
principals are available to discuss
the details of your project, inform
you of developments that need your
attention, work with your schedule,
and help with the smallest details.

Environmental sensitivity to
Jordan’s hot climate and limited
natural resources.

About the business
SMDudin Architects & Engineers
was established in 1994. The core
operating principles of our business
include:
Innovation and creativity, enabling us
to produce new solutions every time
even when requirements are similar.

+962 6 5601235
+962 6 5675832
info@smdudin.com

Our projects include

Capability to understand client
needs even when they are not able to
express or identify them.

Our work goes through
the following stages:

• Hospitality facilities including
hotels, resorts, clubs, and
restaurants

Size of business

I Design Work Stages
(Architectural & Engineering
Services)

• Office buildings and banks

Continuous development of the
firm’s HR system to attract and
develop qualified professionals in a
healthy environment.

• Commercial centers

Continuous financial and
management systems that consider
time, cost, and quality.

• Residential buildings, compounds
and villas

Phase 1: Schematic Design Phase
(SD)

• Corporate image services
• Educational buildings

• Land development.

The firm provides Architectural
services to individuals, investors,
institutions and governmental agencies.

Phase 2: Design Development
phase (DD):

Our firm composes of 25 employees
including Architects, engineers,
draftsmen, and administrative
staff. Our broad experience and
exceptional staff and investment in
advanced technology enable our firm
to deliver the level of architectural
services that are only available in
large firms.

Phase 3: License Drawings (LD).
Phase 4: Construction Drawings
& Documents (CD) including
architectural, structural,
electrical, and mechanical
drawings.

II Supervision Services

Cost-effective design solutions that are
appropriate to Jordan and its economy.

A. Visits from all disciplines
B. Site Supervision Team
C. Office Support

1
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1

International Academy. Aqaba, Jordan

2

Royal Naval Base. Aqaba, Jordan

3

Aqaba Gateway Hotel. Aqaba, Jordan

4

Hasloun Housing Complex. Amman,
Jordan

5

Strategy Commercial & Office
Building. Amman, Jordan

6

Nissan Showroom Mecca Street.
Amman, Jordan
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SIGMA Consulting Engineers

Established in 1975, SIGMA
- Consulting Engineers is an
autonomous firm of consulting
architects and engineers. They are
classified as a Grade 1-A company by
both The Jordan Engineers Association
and The Ministry of Public Works and
Housing for consultancy services in:
•
•
•
•

Building & Architecture
Roads & Transportation
Water & Wastewater
Environmental Studies

SIGMA has also received several
awards of excellence for various works
in the architectural / engineering fields
and has accomplished a variety of
works in the Arabian Gulf, Middle-

35 Sulieman Al-Nabulsi St., Al-Abdali
P.O.Box 20076, Amman 11118
www.sigma.jo

Tel

east and North Africa regions
rendering it as one of the region’s
leading architectural / engineering
establishments.

Fields of Speciality

Services

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Feasibility and Appraisal Studies
• Conceptual, Schematic and
Detailed Design
• Master Planning and Urban Design
• Environmental Studies and
Assessments
• Site and Topographical Surveys
• Tender Services
• Value Engineering
• Quantity Surveying and
Specifications
• Construction Supervision
• Project Management
• Commissioning and Training

Over the years, SIGMA has developed
a comprehensive and fully automated
process able in providing distinct highend design and management for all
stages of a project. Their systematic
approach and apt value engineering
policy ensures the identification of
problems before they occur and helps
grant suitable solutions in a prompt
and professional manner.
With a staff of over 320 employees,
SIGMA have both the capacity and
capability in providing full consultancy
services for a wide spectrum of
clients spanning over a national,
regional and international level.

2

1
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+962 6 5670235
+962 6 5661031
Fax +962 6 5678320
Email info@sigma.jo

Building Architecture
Green and Sustainable Buildings
Interior Design
Structural Design
Electromechanical Systems Design
Master Planning and Urban Design
Cultural Heritage and Preservation
Roads, Highways and Bridges
Transport and Traffic
Water Supply Networks
Wastewater Collection and
Treatment
• Storm-water Networks and Disposal
• Computer Graphics Imaging

3

4

Staff
• 3-D Modeling and Animation
• Landscape Architecture
• GIS Applications

Facilities
SIGMA - Consulting Engineers
main office is located in central
Amman on Sulaiman Nabulsi Street
in Al-Abdali. The company comprises
of a 6-storey building with a total
area of about 4,100 m². with ten
design departments catering for all
aspects of design and for any type of
project

SIGMA has a multi-disciplinary
professional staff which enhances
their capacity to deliver the full
design, supervision and management
of projects in all fields of practice. The
Company currently employs over 320
people, most of which are university
degree holders (B.Sc, M.Sc, or Ph.D)
in an architectural or engineering
discipline.

7

5

6

1

K-Tower. Amman, Jordan

2

King Hussein Cancer Center Extension.
Amman, Jordan

3

Prince Hashem Bin Abdullah II Military
Hospital. Aqaba, Jordan

4

Movenpick Tala Bay Resort. Aqaba, Jordan

5

Al-Khums Intersection. Al-Khums, Libya

6

Madaba Wastewater Treatment Plant.
Madaba, Jordan

7

Madaba Urban Regeneration and Tourism
Development Project. Madaba, Jordan

8

Wadi Zara-Ma'in Water treatment and
Conveyance Project. Dead Sea, Jordan

8
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Sobeh Consulting Engineering
P.O.Box 2075, Amman 11181

Tel

+962 6 5665781
+962 6 5665789
Fax +962 6 5661541

Emails rsobeh@nol.com.jo

Sobeh Consulting Engineering is
qualified by the Government Tenders
Department of the Ministry of
Public Works in the highest level
(first category A) for buildings.
The four main departments of the
firm are Architectural Engineering,
Electrical Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, and Civil Engineering
although the firm also provides
services in Project Management and
Water and Sewage Engineering.
Architectural Engineer Ribhi Sobeh
established the firm in 1976 and was
subsequently joined by three other
partners: Engineer Rifki Sobeh,

Civil Engineer Nadeem Dakkak, and
Arch. Khalil Mahfouth. The four
partners have practical experience
ranging from 28 to 40 years.
In the early years of the firm, its
work was mostly private housing.
As the firm grew, its commissions
became diversified to include
more than 17 building types,
including high rise buildings,
hospitals, governmental buildings,
factories, steel structures, sports
halls, schools, and gardens. The
firm’s deepest experience and
specialization is in educational
buildings; it has designed more
than one hundred schools, five

The firm offers its core services in
design and also provides specialized
staff to accomplish project
supervision during construction.
The firm has an average of 30
engineering employees in its design
department and 60 engineers in its
supervision department. In addition,
the firm has a number of qualified
professional observers.

1

2
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community colleges, and projects at
fourteen (14) universities. Some
of these universities were fully
master planned and designed by the
firm and others involved individual
projects and buildings.

3

The firm’s work is both within and
outside Jordan including projects
in Syria, Palestine, Yemen, Bahrain,
and Oman.
The firm also cooperates with
international Engineering Consulting
firms in the fields that require the
expertise of these international firms.
Sobeh’s management is committed
to expand the knowledge and
database of its staff and principals
and encourages personnel to
participate in conferences and
other events that will increase the

4

5

firm’s expertise, as well as well as
sending them to special courses.
The firm participates in most of the
architectural competitions that take
place in Jordan. The firm has an
educational library that holds more
than 300 engineering references and
over 1000 engineering periodicals.
The firm has an advanced IT
department that saves, backs up,
and stores all of the projects in an
advanced, modernized and up to
date manner, in addition to keeping
all of the firm’s high performance
PCs, servers, and software
maintained and updated.

The firm is currently occupies
500 m2 in a building that is
centrally located in the heart
of Amman’s emerging modern
downtown, adjacent to the large
Al-Abdali development project, now
completing construction.

9
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1

Site plan for Philadelphia University. Jordan

2

Al Zaytoonah University's library. Jordan

3

Higher Council for Youth's building. Jordan

4

Al Balqa Applied University's Library. Jordan

5

Building of the Faculty of Tourism and
Antiquities - Al Hussein Bin Talal. Wadi Musa,
Jordan

6

Afra Falls. Al Tafeela, Jordan

7

Al Arab Al Youm News paper's building. Jordan

8

Philadelphia National Schools. Jordan

9

Al Mafraq Specialized Hospital. Mafraq.
Jordan
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Spectrum Consulting Engineers

الطيــــــــــف للإ�ست�شــــــــــارات الهند�سيـــــــــــة

Spectrum Consulting Engineers
was officially registered in 2005 in
Amman, Jordan as MEP consulting
specialists, dedicated to provide high
quality technical and managerial
services to utilities, government
agencies, architectural firms
commercial and industrial clients.
Spectrum offers unified approach
to fulfill a magnitude of Services,
specific for requirements of each
Project with proven ability to meet
these requirements within preestablished financial and time limits.
“OUR EFFORT IS TO PROVIDE
COMPLETE PROJECT
SOLUTIONS TO OUR CLIENT”

P.O. Box: 3097 Amman 11821,
Jordan

Tel		
(+962) 6 5531591
Telefax (+962) 6 5531151
Email spectrum.mep@gmail.com

Mission

1 Mechanical Engineering including:
• Heating, ventilating & air
conditioning
• Plumbing and drainage
• Fire protection and life safety
studies
• Storm drainage
• Building management system
• Irrigation system
• Smoke management system
• Fire fighting system.

Our mission is to generate creative
workable design, utilizing state of
the art technology ensuring cost
effective energy efficient and reliable
systems that achieve utmost comfort
and sustainability.

Staffing and related
Disciplines
The company staff comprises
professional engineers, designers,
AutoCAD operators and
administrative staff, who provide a
highly qualified technology base for
engineering group which currently
embrace the following technical
disciplines:

2 Electrical Engineering including:
• Power Distribution.
• Lighting, Lighting control and
Dimming.
• Voice and Data networks.
• Security Systems.
• Public Address System.

• Roads and Parking Illumination.
• Fire alarm and voice
Evacuation.
• Infrastructure for TV
broadcasting system.
• Earthing and lightening
protection system.

We also have substantial experience
in designing specialized systems,
including emergency generation
and fire protection, for critical
3 Spectrum is a mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing consulting facilities such as data centers
and computerized process control
engineering firm with solid
facilities.
experience in a variety of project
types including:
Spectrum provides mechanical and
• Healthcare facilities
electrical consulting engineering
• Sport facilities
services to a wide variety of
clients. Our philosophy includes a
• Educational facilities
commitment to quality, service, and
• Hospitality, hotels and
a focus on client relationships
recreationally facilities
•
•
•
•
•

MEP Infrastructure Works
Commercial facilities
Housing facilities
Industrial facilities
Institutional facilities

2
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applicable Codes when new versions
are adopted or new books published.
We keep current publications such
as the National Electric Code,
and National Fire Association
publications .We utilize network
server-based digital versions of the
UBC, NEC, and NFPA codes for
quick keyword search access to
specific code information. These
server-based codes are instantly
accessible to all design personnel
from their personal computer
workstations.
These include the following:
• Ecodial 3 for Low Voltage
network design
• Calculux Lighting Design
• Trilux Lighting calculations

Technical and support
system

Spectrum provides expert and
practical leadership and dedicated to
a philosophy of completing projects
with workable design that are cost
effective, reliable, maintainable, and
energy efficient.
1

Typical projects include office
buildings, cultural centers, museums,
hospitals and food service facilities,
universities, and vocational training
centers

• Dialog Lighting Calculation.

In order to successfully fulfill
project objectives, various technical
and support systems are available
to staff which can be applied as
dictated by the requirements of the
project.
Our library is regularly updated with
the International Building Code and

• AutoCAD 2004, 2006, 2008
• Fire Fighting System hydraulic
calculation
• HVAC load calculation
• Peak load calculation carrier
software program E20II
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1

International Academy. Amman,
Jordan

2

Abu Dhabi Court House. UAE

3

Kempinski Hotel. Amman,
Jordan

4

Abu Taweilih Plaza . Amman,
Jordan

5

Domina Hotel. Aqaba, Jordan

6

Grand Hyatt Amman Hotel.
Amman, Jordan
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Symbiosis Designs Ltd.

Symbiosis Designs ltd., founded
by Khalid Nahhas in 1997, is a
consultancy firm known for its design
excellence and alternative innovative
buildings. Symbiosis Designs ltd.
provides comprehensive architectural
and engineering design services on
different typologies ranging from
Mixed-use Projects, Master Plans,
Resorts, Multi-family Residential,
Mixed Commercial, Retail,
Hospitality, Educational and Health,
to Interior Design and Furniture.
Symbiosis office culture preserves
a unique “think out of the box”
studio/workshop approach in the
initial design stages of all projects,
protecting and maintaining
progressive design output.
Professional staff follows a set,
rigorous technical methodology that
allows each design to morph from
concept to 3-D dynamically and in

67 Abdel Raheem Alhaj Moh’d St.,
Sweifieh
P.O. Box: 143292, Amman 11814.
Jordan

Tel		
(+962) 6 5820347
Fax
(+962) 6 5813592
Email admin@symbiosisdesign.com
www.symbiosisdesign.com

a competitive timeframe; and from
design development to building
documents at the highest standards
often unveiling new assemblies.
Schedules and resources are planned
for all projects to ultimately stay
on target while offering clients
penetrating functional, financial,
intellectual, emotional, and
aesthetical values.

Core values

Mission

We believe these truths are selfevident:
• Symbiosis is synonymous with
excellence
• Paradigm Shifts and Hybrid
Investigations create unlimited
potential for Total Architecture
development
• Intense Creativity is the soul of
the phenomenological and the
phenomenological is the driving
force behind continuous Intense
Creativity
• Every project must leave an
enduring legacy

To provide customized progressive
identity solutions through
phenomenological Total Architecture
Environment

Symbiosis is empowered with
a team of 45 members whose
expertise covers different disciplines.
Built into the organizational
structure is a combination of
spirited young talent and senior
expertise covering all technical
specialties including technical
detailing, material specification,
façade & skin design, structural
modeling, technical monitoring,
value engineering and supervision
quality assurance.

Vision
To continue to be the architectural
firm most recognized for Reinventing the Total Design
Environment

Our Clients
Our Clients are our ultimate focus. They
are suppliers of ideas; they present a
different view that is uniquely them;
they understand their identity and want
it reflected in our work; and they have
unique different measures to what they
consider of value.

To our clients, our work is viewed
differently; some view it as
the necessary and only tool to
maximizing their identity, others
see it as a complementary luxury
to showcasing their identity while
others clash with our identity but
value our designs in reflecting their
identity. Whatever the case, our
clients are unique individuals with
unique needs.
We are there to ensure that our
clients maximize their benefit
through our work. We will treat
every client with the ultimate
respect that stems from our culture
of symbiosis. We will ensure that
every client leaves our meetings
with the feeling that the Firm truly
understands their needs. We will
make sure that we excel in our
interaction with our clients and in
our presentation of their work.

The Environment
We believe in the concepts of
sustainable development; we are
all borrowing the environment
from our children as they are from
theirs. Our work will conform to the
best environmental standards to
ensure that we give back this legacy
in a better situation than that we
borrowed it. We believe that the
unique identity of our cities should
be incorporated in our designs and
that civic identity, as much as that
of our clients, should be safeguarded
and glorified.
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4
1

The International Academy. Amman,
Jordan

2

Vy Complex. Amman, Jordan

3

Red Sea Institute of Cinematic Art.
Aqaba, Jordan

4

Abdoun Shopping Atrium. Amman,
Jordan

3
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TIBAH Consultants

Partners of the Firm
Sari A. Zuaytir
Ayman A. Zuaytir

Firm Overview
TIBAH consultants was established
in 1988 with an ambition
to contribute in forming the
architectural identity of the built
environment of our contemporary
society. That which inspires the
human, social and aesthetic values
of our tradition and is appropriate to
our modern and ever changing needs.

P.O.Box 811601, Amman - Jordan
Email info@tibahjo.com
www.tibahjo.com

Tel

TIBAH has tried to achieve this by
recruiting a group of distinguished
engineers and architects along with
acquiring the latest technology
methods to produce works of highest
standards.

and class "1" in Architecture
and Structures in the Ministry
of Housing and Public Works in
Jordan . TIBAH is a memebr in the
exclusive Architects & Engineers
Business Council. Tibah is ISO
9001-2000 accredited .

TIBAH offers full service in the
architectural design and planning
for a wide range of projects. Its
services include Architectural,
Structural, Landscaping, Interior
Design and Project Management.
Over the past years TIBAH has
clearly demonstrated its unique
style in the field of Architecture and
other services. This is demonstrated
in the advanced positions that
TIBAH acquired in many local and
international competitions. TIBAH
is classified under class “A” in the
Association of Jordanian Engineers

+962 6 5690117
+962 6 5682099
Fax +962 6 5690116

TIBAH is known for its
interpretation of traditional forms
and spaces of Islamic architecture
and culture into modern civic and
residential buildings. Projects of
this kind have been done for the
Royal Court of Jordan, in the Aqaba
residence for His Majesty King
Abdullah, as well as for individual
grand villas, multi-family residential
complexes, and tourist complexes
such as Tala Bay along the South
Beach of Aqaba.

Projects
TIBAH had major design
involvement in planing and designing
Landmark projects such as :
• Al - MAZAR HISTORIC
CITY(recipient of Prize No.1).
• Theme Gardens/ Al Hussein Park.
• Bayt Al - Bahar (The Royal
Court / Aqaba).

• Aqaba Bus Terminal (recipient of
Prize No.1).
• Edafah Serviced Appartments
(Saudi Arabia ) (recipient of
Prize No.1).
• Al Wasel Residential Project
(Saudi Arabia ).
6

• Raghadan Bus Terminal in Amman.
• Historic Old Cities of Salt and
Downtown Amman.
• Tala Bay Marina Town phase 3
in Aqaba.
• Al Afran Commercial Zone in
Aqaba (recipient of Prize No.1).
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3

5

9

10

Palm Hills Residential Compound.
Aqaba, Jordan
2 Al Hammamat Al Tounisiyah. Aqaba, Jordan
3 Tala Bay Marina Town. Aqaba, Jordan
4 The Arab Insurance Building. Amman,
Jordan
5 Aqaba Bus Terminal. Aqaba, Jordan
6 Edafah Mix Use Complex. Al Khobar, KSA
7 Wadi Rum Resort. Wadi Rum, Jordan
8 Warthan villa. Doha, Qatar
9 Al Dir'iyah Residential Complex Master
Plan. Riyadh, KSA
10 Al Ruwaq Souq. Aqaba, Jordan
11 Islamic Gardens at Al Hussein Park.
Amman, Jordan
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